
LKS2 Summer 1 
Curriculum Bulletin 

Eurovision 

In English, we will be reading and  
writing:  
Poetry 
Newspaper Reports 

In Physical Education, we will be  
developing our striking skills in Cricket 
and our running, jumping and throwing 
techniques in Athletics. Children will 
need to have indoor and outdoor kit in 
school every day  (including footwear).  

 

 

 

In Computing, we will     
develop our knowledge of 
Branching databases. 

In History will learn about the Viking 
invasion of Britain and the rule of     
Alfred the Great.  We will use a range 
of sources of  
evidence to     
investigate the 
impact the      
Vikings had on 

In PSHE, we will build upon 
our knowledge of our own 
physical health and wellbeing. 

In Spanish, we will be 
learning to talk and 
write about Spanish 
families and              
conversation. 

In Religious Education, our religious  
focus will be Buddhism. We 
will learn that Buddhists 
believe life is a journey to 
Nirvana and we will identify 
key Buddha symbols.   

Welcome back! We are so excited to start a new        
academic term. We have lots of exciting learning lined 

up this term.  

Important Information: 
Homework is set on a Friday via Teams and is to be 

turned in by Wednesday. It is essential that your child’s 
reading book and record is in school every day. We ask 

that your child reads at least 5 times a week and logs on 
to Times Table Rock Stars on a regular basis to sustain 
fluency. Please talk to your child’s class teacher if you 
would like a copy of their log on details for Teams or 

TTRS.  
A polite reminder, especially with the warmer weather, 
that your child will require a water bottle within school. 
There are no water fountains, however there are plenty 
of cold water taps to refill bottles throughout the day. 

LKS2 Team  

In Music we will develop 
our skills using percussion 
instruments to perform 
our class poems.  

This term in Maths, Year 3 
will be learning  about: 

 Fractions 

 Time 
 
 
 
 

Year 4 will be learning about: 

 Fractions/ Decimals 

 Money 

 

In Art we will be creating pieces of 
work in the style of illustrators.  Year 
3 will be studying Peter H 
Reynolds and Year 4 will be 
learning about Bethan 
Woollvin and her unique  
colour palette. 

In Science, we will have a Biology focus 
of eating and digestion. We will learn 
about how humans eat and digest food. 
We will look at the different types of 
teeth and what they are used for,     
before exploring the digestive system.  
We will also explore food chains and 
how the place in 
the food chain 
allows it to be 
classified as   
producers,     
predators and 
prey.  


